
At Bekkers, we are known for our product development and our desire to continually exceed the changing 
needs of the automotive industry. To support this ethos we have recently made a significant investment in our 
Cab conversions to ensure that we provide a robust, safe and efficiently designed vehicle.

Flexi Cabs
Flexible, Innovative & Functional

Bekkers Flexi Cabs offer the patented 
Flexi Ramp system which offers the 
most innovative solution to your 
lowered floor requirement and 
sets new levels of comfort for your 
wheelchair passenger! 

The Flexi Ramp itself is fully foldable 
and it allows more space inside your 
vehicle. The ramp can be unfolded 
when needed, to create ample space 
for a wheelchair user.

Flexi Cabs and the Flexi Ramp are now 
available on the following vehicles:
l Ford Connect 
l Ford Connect Grand
l Citroen Berlingo 
l Volkswagen Caddy
l Volkswagen Caddy Maxi 

For more information contact us on 
sales@alfredbekker.com or visit our 
website www.alfredbekker.com
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Ford Custom Hackney Cab
Safe, Spacious & Compact

The Bekkers Ford Custom Taxi is designed to be robust and safe 
so that it can easily deal with the challenges of everyday life. 
The taxi is wheelchair accessible with a side loading  lightweight 
ramp for easy access and a wheelchair tie down system. 

High Safety Standards
The Ford Custom has been awarded the “Best in Class” 5-star 
Euro NCAP rating which officially makes it one of the safest 
vehicles on the road today! 

Exceptional Fuel Economy
The Bekkers Ford Custom Taxi is powered by the Ford 2.2 litre 
Duratorq TDCi engine which provides excellent fuel economy 
and low CO emissions.

Total Comfort
This Taxi is comfortable to drive thanks to its fully adjustable 
driver’s seat with armrest, and a steering wheel that adjusts to 
suit your height and arm length which enables you to easily find 
your ideal driving position.

Flexible Options
Many additional vehicle features include:
l Cab central locking system
l Electric front windows and mirrors
l Factory rear heater and heated rear screen
l Six speed manual gearbox
l Fully wipe-downable interior

Turnout Seat
Bekkers supply many options for the taxi market including Meters, Taxi Signs, Livery 
and Access seats such as the Turn Out Swivel Seat. 
The Turn Out Swivel Seat. offers a solution for people with limited mobility and in 
many cases can help with transferring from a wheelchair into a vehicle by swivelling 
the seat out over the sill of your car. The Turn Out is mounted in the original seat bolt 
holes of you car which means there is no damage caused to your vehicle and should 
you wish to sell the car, the original seat can simply be replaced.

For more information contact us on sales@alfredbekker.com or visit our website
www.alfredbekker.com
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